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In [l] it was proved that for any q-distinct A&normal forms Cl, . . . , Cn and any 
terms Xi,. . . , X,, there exists a A-term D such that 
DCia&i (i=l,...,n). 
The authors of [l] remarked that their proof does not extend to combinatory weak 
reduction. However, once their theorem has been proved for A-reduction, it can 
easily be deduced for combinatory weak reduction as follows. 
Corollary. For any combinatory terms C1, . . . , C., distinct and in strong normal 
form, and for any Xl, . . . F Xn, there exists a D such fhat 
DCi 3 WXl (i = 1 9..w,n), 
where aW is combinatory weak reduction. 
hf. It is enough to prove the result with Xi - =xi9 variables. By [1] applied to the 
A-transforms of Cl, . . . , C,, there exists a h-term E such that 
EC’~~~~ (i=l,...,n). 
(Note that for i # j we have CiA # CiA, because the C’s are in strong normal form.) 
Standardize these A&reductions. A standard reduction to a simple variable must 
consist entirely of “simple head-steps”, i.e. steps of form 
(AxM)NPl ‘9 9 Pk 3 ([N/xlM)P1 l l l Pk. (19 
Then take the H-transform of this reduction [2,p 2121. Each step (1) becomes a 
series of weak contractions, so we have 
E&AH 3 wXi* 
But IXAH =X for all X; hence result. 
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Remark. The corollary would fail for Cl, . . , C, in weak normal form. For one 
example take Cl =S(KI)I, CpI, xpxl, x2 =x2. For another, take any two 
unsolvable terms U, V and take Cl = [x] l Ux, C2 = [x] l Vx, where [x] is here 
defined by algorithm (fab) of [2, p. 1911. 
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